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Abstract: Due to object detection is having a very close association with video analysis and understanding 

of different images, it has captured much attention. Existing object detection methods are based on features 

of images that are handcrafted and always show poor performance in the case of shallow training objects. It 

also not suitable for the detection of comparatively dense and small objects. Sometimes they unable to 

identify objects with any given geometric transformations. Their detection performance can easily show a 

stagnate while comparing to the high-level deeper features with the features of images of low-level In 

particular for the relevant circumstance, the standard surveillance system does not provide the object 

identification capability. The target can readily shift in diverse backgrounds with varying brightness and 

shadow in the conventional video object detecting system. In the case of complicated object detection, the 

conventional object detection system is unable to effectively identify the targets, especially in real-time. In 

this paper the different techniques for detection of objects are reviewed and based on the review different 

drawbacks and challenges has been identified to solve the problems of existing systems with respect to 

efficiency.   
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1. Introduction:    

    

The need to automatically extract useful information from the video system is growing along with 

the widespread adoption of video surveillance systems. Target detection and behaviour identification are two 

areas where feature extraction performs well. Since deep learning makes use of local perception, weight 

sharing, and down sampling, it offers excellent tolerance against displacement, scaling, and distortion. 

Convolution neural networks (CNNs) are currently a powerful picture identification method that may be 

applied in a number of situations, such as face and licence plate recognition.   
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Face recognition is an important area of research for image analysis, in addition to many other 

applications used for essential aspects of effective communications, such as information security (application 

security, database security, file encryption, internet access, and medical records), law enforcement and 

surveillance (video surveillance, CCTV control), bioinformatics (driving, licence, passport, voter 

registration, aadhar card, etc.), smart cards, and access control. Similar to how they are drawn to pattern 

recognition, neural networks, computer vision, and graphics, many academics are interested in the idea of 

human face detection via deep learning.  

The facial recognition system typically operates in two modes:   

1. Facial Verification: This involves a one-to-one comparison of a query face image with database 

image.   

2. Face Identification: This process entails comparing a query face image to all the frames kept in the 

database in a one-to-many fashion. The photos that are collected are pre-processed in order to obtain good 

recognition in any situation. As noise affects the majority of photos, one of these is noise removal.   

   

2. Literature Review:    

    

It has been acknowledged in Wenming Cao, et. al. [1] larger and deeper neural networks are 

steadily advancing the performance of various visual and machine learning tasks. They usually demand 

vast sets of labelled knowledge for good results and suffer from extraordinarily high procedural 

complexity as a result, making them frequently impossible to be deployed quickly for systems like 

vehicle object identification from vehicle cameras for power-assisted driving. This paper investigates 

the development of a quick deep neural network for real-time video object detection by studying the 

concepts of knowledge-guided coaching and predicted regions of interest. It specifically discusses the 

creation of a brand-new architecture for training deep neural networks on datasets with few labelled 

samples by utilising ready-to-use cross-network data projection.   

To reduce the complexity of processing, the regions of interest are estimated using a 

mathematical formula. The experimental results on car detection from videos conclusively demonstrate 

that the suggested methodology is capable of up to sixteen times network acceleration while maintaining 

the article detection performance. The topic's primary focus is on the area of interest. Vehicle recognition 

is 1.6 times faster when the region of interest is immediately identified and a low-quality SVM model is 

used, yet accuracy is essentially same. It will perform sixteen times faster overall using the faster deep 

neural network, producing predictions from feature maps of various scales.    

The final detection performance depends heavily on the estimation of salient regions. The 

vehicle's poor cantering at the calculable zone, which results in accuracy loss, will have an impact on 

the detection accuracy. A method to enhance the salient region estimation is also necessary. The optical 

flow suggested by Srivatsa  

Prativadibhayankaram, et al.[2], is used in a compressive online strong Principal element analysis 

(RPCA) to iteratively separate a sequence of video frames into the foreground (sparse) and background 

(low-rank) parts. This separation methodology will approach each video frame from a limited low set of 
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measurements as opposed to batch-based RPCA, which normally processes all the data. Additionally, 

optical flow is used to estimate and then compensate for motions between prior foreground frames.  

   Several vision-based applications struggle with the problem of detecting moving objects in a lengthy video 

sequence, according to Lee, et. al.[3] 's research. moving items, notably in detective work. Once the camera 

is moving, it is difficult to identify. In this research, the author put forth a parallel technique for object 

movement while working with a dynamic background. The projected region of a specific object is first 

sighted using a backdrop compensation technique. He then introduced a lightweight convolutional neural 

network-based method for small objects called YOLOv3-SOD for detective work all things within the image, 

which is specifically made to discover moving objects. In the end, the results of the object detection and the 

moving objects area unit are combined.   

The author of Berjón, D., et al. [4] developed a strategy to improve performance with huge, 

complex datasets. which methodology was determined to be the most complicated and time-consuming. 

Additionally, Bianco S, et al. [5] think Many computer viewing applications, such as video surveillance, 

smart locations, video identification, and retrieval, call for the finding of changes within the video 

streams. The solid switch algorithms have a low false alarm value, which is necessary as a pre-processing 

step in all of these applications. There were numerous algorithms put forth to address the issue of getting 

a video change. To distinguish the scene from the foreground and background parts, the majority of us 

rely on retrieval strategies. The approach for identifying binary images of the front areas corresponding 

to moving objects produces frequently changing results.   

These algorithms are made to deal with foreseeable problems. In real-world videos, there are many 

natural variances, lighting changes, shadow changes, camera motions, cameracaused distortions, and so on. 

Algorithms have gotten more complex throughout time, which has made them more time and memory 

intensive. To speed up calculations for use in real-time applications, output back techniques could be aligned 

to the GPU.   

The genetics-based evolution technique was first developed by J. Redmon et al. [7] and combines 

skills to discover a little alteration to produce a more effective algorithm. We can choose from the smaller 

set of straightforward algorithms thanks to the solutions offered by genetic programming. The 

integration technique can result in algorithms that resolve detect-changes issues more effectively. The 

learning framework  has been proposed to facilitate the training of more in-depth networks than 

traditionally used [8]. The layers are classified as residual learning activities in terms of layer input, 

rather than reading nontargeted functions. The author provides ample evidence that these remaining 

networks are easy to use, and can gain accuracy from the most extensive depths. Lack of Trained data 

affects accuracy and confidence level. Improvisation is required of efficient training. Also Rios-Cabrera 

R,et.al. [16], The analysis is performed to determine which method has the highest accuracy of prediction 

rating for various test features. By supplying several sample images of different people acting as test 

subjects. The machine begins training to produce individual features between test subjects. After that, a 

new image was tested against the “educated” data and labelled as one of the subjects. By analysing the 

experimental data, the Eigenfaces method was determined to have the highest predictive rate of the three 
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tested algorithms. The author of paper [17] proposed a novel method for locating numerous 3D objects 

in daily life. starting with a method based on images. He advised us to read the illustrations with 

discrimination at the beginning. demonstrates that this may be done instantly and online during the 

gathering of test photos, greatly affecting the detector's accuracy. Second, he advises using a cascades-

based algorithm to speed up detection. The measurement method is more efficient since new items may 

be added more quickly and for relatively little money, but the findings lack precision.   

Pre-processing of the video is necessary to improve the detection of moving objects. The noise is in 

the form of disturbances which present in the background. The key frames are separated which obtained are 

free from unwanted noises, is used further for feature extraction The frames are separated called the key 

frames which are used for the matching. Further the  features are extracted. The process of feature extraction 

is crucial to picture categorization. It enables the most accurate representation of visual material. The process 

of feature extraction involves removing from key frames the essential features needed for training and storing 

them separately. At first it is necessary to define minimum window size to be recognized as a face. For that 

height and width of rectangle is defined in advance so that each face will be easily recognizable. It mainly 

includes Edges, Corners, interest points, regions of interest. Then the training is performed. Using the data 

we have collected, this will be used to train the model. After training, the model will predict (based on 

confidence) if the user is the same user or someone else. We must first extract the data from the output file 

and convert it to grayscale before we can start the training. We then append the data to train data after this 

colour transition. Image classification is completed afterwards. The efficiency and precision of pattern 

recognition depend heavily on image classification, which is a required first step. A deep learning job called 

classification may identify the various items in a picture or video. To identify which items are present, it 

relates to training machine learning models. Classification is useful at the yes-no level of deciding whether 

an image contains an object or not.     

   

Conclusion:   

We have reviewed a large number of papers on video object detection. While much has been done, 

there are still many research opportunities in automatic video object detection. As most of the existing 

framework’s lack in accuracy. The limited labelled data samples give the poor results causes loss of accuracy. 

Salient region detection (region of interest) becomes very crucial as data sample size becomes exponential. 

It effects on speed and performance. The current framework shows the lack of power in case of noise 

cancellation it performs better in limited datasets but loss speed in complex dataset. Although time is most 

crucial factor but noise cancellation, training and classification of dataset takes significant time. Time 

reduction is the prime requirement to boost the overall performance of the system.   

The proposed system gives excellent performance in case of accuracy, as the results are been tested 

against the two other algorithms i.e., eigen faces and fisher faces. The LBPH algorithm works great with 

large data samples and even complex data sets. It’s been less affected by noise and remarkable performance 

in limited time duration.     
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